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ABSTRACT
Understanding Functional Roles of Transcription Factor Decoys in Gene Regulation
via Mathematical Modeling
by
Zhipeng Wang
Gene expression is essentially regulated by transcription factor-DNA interactions.
Many transcription factors bind to DNA with remarkably low specificity, so that the
functional binding sites have to compete with an enormous number of non-functional
”decoy” sites. The functional role that decoy sites play in regulating gene expression is
still largely unknown. In this thesis, I utilized mathematical modeling approaches to
elucidate the functional roles of transcription factor decoys in gene regulation across
di↵erent scales, using the biologically-important NFB/IB signaling network as a
real example. My study showed that with biologically-relevant binding/unbinding
kinetic rates, transcription factor decoys are able to modulate both the time-scales
and the amplitude of the systems-level dynamics of gene regulatory networks. Also
by means of stochastic models and Monte Carlo simulations, I was able to uncover
the mechanistic principles of how decoys modulate stochastic dynamics of gene reg-
ulatory networks, given that the binding a nities of decoys are widely distributed
according to experiments. My study challenges some of the conventional bioinfor-
matics principles of protein-DNA interactions based on thermodynamics alone and
provide significant scientific insights in single cell analysis. The multi-scale mathe-
matical models developed from this thesis are also capable of providing quantitative
guidance for therapeutic applications of artificial decoys for NFB-related diseases.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Biological Background of Gene Regulation
DNA is an information-carrying molecule which not only encodes RNAs and proteins
performing functions necessary for cellular and organismal viability [18, 81], also en-
codes when,where and under what conditions those functional molecules are being
expressed [83]. Genes are DNA sequences embedded in the genome whose expres-
sion is initiated by regulatory proteins binding to their cis-regulatory elements [13].
The most characterized cis-regulatory elements (CREs) are promoters and enhancers,
and regulatory proteins are called transcription factors in biology(See Figure 1.1). In
eukaryotic organisms, cis-regulatory elements account for only a tiny portion of the
genome, there are huge numbers of DNA binding sites which are not CREs for genes
but that still bind to transcription factors as ”decoys” [61, 81]. It is unclear if those
decoy binding sites are an accident of nature or have evolutionary functions that have
not yet been discovered. This thesis utilizes mathematical modeling and physics ap-
proaches to understand the functional roles of decoy binding sites in gene regulation,
and to explore therapeutic applications of artificial decoy sites taking advantage of
their capability of modulating gene expressions.
2TF Transcription Factor
Promoter
kon $off
$&'
Figure 1.1 : Schematic illustration of gene regulation. kon and koff represents binding and unbind-
ing rate coe cients of promoter sites, kt represents the transcription rate, and ktl represents the
translation rate
1.2 Bioinformatics of Transcription Factor-DNA Interactions
Understanding principles of Transcription factor-DNA interactions is one of the cen-
tral topics in bioinformatics. Identifying cis-regulatory elements (CREs) among tens
of millions of DNA sequences on the genome is a challenging problem. Traditionally,
consensus sequences have been used to represent DNA patterns of protein binding
sites [77]. The basic idea of constructing a consensus sequence is to align DNA se-
quences which are known examples of protein binding sites and to calcuate the most
frequently-appearing base in each position. Consensus sequences had been very suc-
cessful in representing DNA patterns but have di culties in predicting new occurences
of protein-binding DNA patterns. The position Weight Matrix (PWM) was intro-
duced by Dr. Gary Stormo in 1980s as an alternative to consensus sequences [83,84],
which provides significant advantages in predicting new patterns of protein binding
sites. The basic idea behind PWM is that it calculates the probability of each base
3in each position of the sequence from the training dataset, so when a new sequence
comes in, the joint probability of the new sequence to be the true binding site could
be calculated, and the optimal sequence could be determined by maximizing the joint
probability.
More importantly, conventional bioinformatics heavily relies on the thermodynamic
models of protein-DNA interactions [32,83], in which the binding a nity of the DNA
sequence is determined by the free energy of binding. In thermodynamic models the
local DNA sequence determines the probability of a transcription factor being bound
to the site through the free energy of binding  Fb = kBT ln(kf/kb), where kb and kf
are the binding and unbinding rate coe cients respectively. While it has also been
assumed that in eukaryotic gene regulation the target binding sites possess much
higher binding a nities than any random sequences, recent protein-binding microar-
ray(PBM) experiments of NFB proteins show that the binding a nities of NFB
to target binding sites are distributed over a wide range [79]. Some functional bind-
ing sites for NFB even have a nities that are lower than the a nity of random
sequences for NFB. The recent discovery of induced molecular stripping [10, 74]
whereby the inhibitor IB can irreversibly strip NFB from genomic sites to which
it binds further defies the generality of purely thermodynamic thinking. The PBM
experiments imply principles of unconventional bioinformatics are needed to explain
DNA patterns of protein-binding sites, including both functional elements and non-
functional decoy sites.
The bioinformatics of transcription factor-DNA interactions provides the preliminary
background in understanding the functional roles of decoy binding sites in gene reg-
ulation. Based on the results of bioinformatics, both experimental and theoretical
approaches can be employed to explore how decoy sites a↵
4pressions.
1.3 Functional Roles of Decoy Binding Sites in Gene Regu-
lation
The functional roles of decoy binding sites in gene regulation have been explored
both experimentally and theoretically. TH Lee et al [90] utilized the synthetic system
of budding yeast to quantify the e↵ect of tandem repeats of DNA, which contains
many decoy sites for transcription factors. The study indicated that the repeated
decoys inhibit gene expression by sequestering transcription factors and converting
the graded doseresponse of target promoters to a sharper, sigmoidal-like response.
The binding a nity of decoy sites dictates their overall e↵ects in gene regulation,
and the study showed that changing the number of decoy sites would qualitatively
change the behaviors of gene expressions. Anat Burger et al. [2] took advantage of
many-body theory in physics to elucidate the roles that decoy sites play in regulation
of self-activating gene expressions. The theory indicated that if decoy sites are able
to protect the transcription factors from degradation, the noise of gene expression
is attenuated due to improved stability and the level of gene expression approaches
that predicted from deterministic mass action models. The ”protective” decoy sites
reduce the size of the parameter space that exhibits bistability. Also Anat Burger et
al. [14] theoretically discovered that for an autoregulated gene, decoy sites decrease
noise in the number of unbound proteins to a Poisson limit coming from binding and
unbinding. This noise bu↵ering reaches an optimal level for a given protein concen-
tration when decoy sites possessing a 1/2 probability of being bound. Decoy sites
also increase the time to approach steady state in a linear manner and exponentially
5increase the time to switch between epigenetic bistable states.
There are two interesting physical aspects of gene regulation:1. the time scales of
gene expressions. 2. the copy number fluctuations of proteins. Studying the influ-
ence of decoy sites on gene regulation should utilize kinetic models which include
all the relevant chemical reactions [105]. Those kinetic models are widely adopted
to model gene regulatory networks composed of complex dynamical systems. De-
terministic mass action models are able to quantify the stationary time scales and
steady-state copy numbers of proteins, but are not capable of capturing the stochas-
tic copy number fluctuations and noise in gene expressions. Discrete-state stochastic
markov models [71] are able to quantify the stochastic copy number fluctuations and
underlying probability distributions, without explicitly defining the exact distribution
of random noise. Combining two mathematical approaches should be able to fully
quantify the functional roles of decoy sites in gene regulation. Explicitly considering
binding/unbinding kinetic rates of decoy sites is critical to elucidate how decoy sites
compete with promoter sites to regulate both the time scales and copy numbers of
proteins.
1.4 NFB/IB Signaling Networks
In this thesis, NFB/IB signaling networks are used as a real-world example for
all the mathematical models. The NFB/IB signaling network has a broad range
of influence in eukaryotic cells, which includes orchestrating immune response to
inflammation, apoptosis, proliferation, di↵erentiation and many more activities [34].
The nuclear factor of kappa B denotes a class of structurally related dimeric proteins
where in our study the term NFB refers specifically to the p50p65 heterodimer,
which is the predominant complex in most cells. Remarkably, the central part of
6the NFB network contains only a few genes whose interplay leads to an oscillatory
feedback cycle (Figure 1.2A,B) [70].
Figure 1.2 : (A) Schematic Illustration of NFB signaling network. (B) Schematic illustration
of conventional binding/unbinding (kdon/kdoff ) of NFB to DNA binding sites and molecular
stripping (ks). Figure is credited to D.A.Potoyan et al, bioRxiv, 074401(2016).
The key actor here is the gene coding for the inhibitor of NFB: IB↵. Again,
IB denotes a class of inhibitors with IB↵ being the most dominant inhibitor of
NFB. This IB↵ feedback leads to the oscillations that have been observed both
in single cells [52,67] and in populations of cells [45]. In addition to the central feed-
back core, there are huge numbers of NFB binding sites that are sprinkled widely
across the genome [61, 97, 103]. Some of these sites are actual genes encoding func-
7tional proteins for regulating signalling downstream, but the large majority seem to
act only in some fashion as decoys and are not known to have specific functions. The
latest Chip-seq experiments suggest there are at least approximately 23 ⇥ 104 [103]
sites populated by the NFB but only approximately 500 of these are known to be
protein coding genes [4,41]. It is estimated there are 105 [12] copies of the NFB in
a typical eukaryotic cell, so the large number of binding sites is able to sequester a
significant fraction of the nominally free NFB.
The rich biological functions ofNFB/IB signaling networks [5,102] attract tremen-
dous attention from biophysics communities. In the following chapters of this thesis, I
utilize multi-scale mathematical modeling approaches to uncover the functional roles
of NFB decoy sites in regulating gene expressions in NFB/IB signaling net-
works. The theoretical predictions from this thesis not only shed light onto the basic
research and therapeutic applications relevant to NFB/IB signaling network, but
also provide quantitative guidance for understanding behaviors of more general ge-
netic circuits.
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Molecular Stripping, Targets and Decoys as
Modulators of Oscillations in NFB/IB/DNA
genetic regulatory networks
2.1 Motivation
As it was mentioned in the introduction part, the latest Chip-seq experiments suggest
there are at least ⇠ 2  3 · 104 [103] sites populated by the NF–B but only ⇠ 500 of
these are known to be protein coding genes [4,41]. It is estimated there are 105 [12]
copies of the NF  B in a typical eukaryotic cell so the large number of binding sites
is able to sequester a significant fraction of the nominally free NF–B. Whether the
large number of decoys is an ”accident of nature” related to the statistics of binding
to short DNA signals or a feature evolved by natural selection is unclear.
The recent discovery of molecular stripping of NF–B from DNA binding sites by
IB↵ [9,74] suggests that in addition to passive dissociation of NF–B from binding
sites, as in the classical systems biology model of the NF–B/IB↵ switch, tran-
scription factors can be stripped actively from either a decoy or a gene promoter site
dependent on concentration of IB↵ [74]. This dependence changes the way in which
the NF–B/IB↵ circuits sets up its oscillations (figure 2.1C). This novel mecha-
nism opens up new ways of modulating the time dependent signals that are being
broadcast by the circuit: by varying the number of binding sites, by making genetic
and epi-genetic changes of DNA sequence, by mutating transcription factors and by
9modifying the kinetics of molecular stripping events [73].
Here we task ourselves with exploring how these molecular kinetic events change
the systems level behavior of the NF–B network under steady stimulation where
the system displays self-sustained oscillations. Throughout the work we will treat
all the alternate binding sites as being decoys, i.e. simply additional binding sites
for the NF–B without regard to their nature, be they functional targets for acti-
vating signals or purely non-functional decoys. We therefore assume that the signals
arising downstream from the functional targets and any of the decoys are su ciently
unentangled from the main feedback loop so as to not a↵ect the timescales of oscil-
lations. Nevertheless we will show that decoys do influence in non-trivial ways the
overall system properties by directly acting as sinks for the NF–B which alters the
steady state balance of molecules in the feedback cycle. Specifically we show how
the amplitude and the frequency of oscillation as well as the nuclear to cytoplasmic
ratio of NF–B are controlled via decoy sites and molecular stripping. We show
this by computationally varying the number of decoys, and varying the timescale of
unbinding from decoys via passive dissociation and molecular stripping events in a
quantitative deterministic systems biology model of the circuit.
Since several a✏ictions, including cancer, arthritis, chronic inflammation, asthma,
neurodegenerative diseases, and heart disease have been found to be caused by mis-
regulation of active NF–B, countermeasures to aberrant gene expression using arti-
ficially designed therapeutic DNA decoys have been developed with the aim of inhibit-
ing transcription of NF–B [11, 42]. These therapeutic decoys are exogenous short
consensus binding sequences designed to out-compete the natural, genomic DNA tar-
gets for binding to transcription factors (figure 2.1B). The simple and powerful idea of
silencing undesirable gene activities by sequestering the corresponding transcription
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Figure 2.1 : (A) Nuclear NF–B oscillations of the minimal deterministic model used in the present
work. (B) Simplified illustration of the idea of using exogenous decoys for suppressing NF–B ac-
tivity via sequestration (C) Detailed schematic representation of the NF–B/IB↵/DNA minimal
circuit. Shown are the key steps and molecules. Under external stimuli the NF–B IB↵ complex
is marked for selective degradation of the IB↵. Subsequently the freed NF–B translocates into
nucleus, binding to unoccupied DNA sites including both decoys (purple) and the promoter of IB↵
gene (red). The NF–B binding to the promoter, initiates transcription of mRNA which in turn
leads to the synthesis of IB↵ in the cytoplasm. The free IB↵ inhibits the activity of nuclear
NF–B by converting it back to NF–B   IB↵. The inhibition involves binding of IB↵ to
NF–B (brown arrows) as well as stripping from the DNA-bound complexes in the nucleus (red
arrow)
factors should be broadly applicable to other eukaryotic master regulators as well [31].
Exploring the use of therapeutic decoys to suppress the NF–B activities has been
pursued by many research groups and has already shown much promise [88, 91].
The development of caged [38] and catch and release [85] NF–B decoys ca-
pable of being turned on and o↵ via photochemical activation by UV light o↵ers
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the possibility for full spatiotemporal control of NF–B regulation utilizing exoge-
nous decoys. The realization of the full medical potential of such decoys, however
is currently stymied by many challenges [31] which could possibly be overcome by
deepening our understanding of the dynamics of NF–B regulation simultaneously
at the molecular and at systems levels. Exploring the role of molecular stripping in
determining the influence of decoys is a step forward towards this understanding.
2.2 Mathematical models of the NF–B regulatory network
Many techniques are available for modeling genetic networks [57]. At one end of the
spectrum of modeling tools are relatively coarse logic based models which assume
minimal knowledge about the detailed interactions of molecules. At the other end
are models based on a stochastic description of reactions and physical transport in
a structured cell [28, 69]. In the present work we choose a mid level description for
in depth exploration of the space of kinetic regimes of our revised minimal model of
the NF–B network (figure 2.1C) incorporating molecular stripping and decoys. We
adopt a first principle chemical kinetic model in its deterministic formulation that
includes specific e↵ects of transcription factor binding to DNA sites.
The regulatory network of NF   B already has been the object of extensive
mathematical modeling studies using both deterministic and stochastic models of
oscillations [16,95].
In the main, the phenomenology of these models can be traced back to the work of
Ho↵mann et al [45] who developed an extensive network of more than twenty reactions
whose parameters were fitted to experiments on cellular populations. Their modeling
philosophy utilized all the biochemical information pertaining to NF–B and IB↵
pathways that was available at the time the model was formulated. Variations of this
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early model have been able to account for the oscillatory patterns that are also seen in
single cell experiments. These studies show that a su cient condition for oscillations
is the existence of a core feedback cycle with appropriate time-scales. Nevertheless we
must note that the successful fitting of experimental data with a particular systems
level model does not rule out the significance of other biochemical processes that
also can give appropriate feedback. Constructing minimal models is nevertheless
essential for building hypothesis about the network dynamics without overfitting to
the experiments, which can be sensitive to detailed laboratory protocols and initial
conditions [6]. Therefore minimalist models have become increasingly important for
understanding theNF–B network [54,72,89,101]. The present minimal model which
is based entirely on an explicit mass action treatment of the kinetics of elementary
reactive events that accounts for both the binding states of gene promoter and decoy
sites. The model incorporates bimolecular molecular stripping of NF–B from bound
sites by IB↵ in addition to the spontaneous unimolecular dissociation used in the
earlier models. The names of the molecular species involved, their associated reactions
and kinetic coe cients are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The corresponding set of ordinary
di↵erential equations which constitutes our model is presented below:
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Table 2.1 : Chemical Reactions for IB↵/NF–B regulatory circuit. The parameters of the feedback
cycle originate from the work of Ho↵mann et al [45] while the ranges of values for specific bind-
ing/unbinding rates come from binding microarray data [78] and in vitro kinetic measurements [3,9].
Reactions Rate coe↵ Values
DU +Nn ! DB kdon [0  10]µM 1min 1
DB ! DU +Nn kdoff [0  10]min 1
OFF +Nn ! ON kon [0  10]µM 1min 1
ON ! OFF +Nn koff [0  10]min 1
DB + In ) DU +NIn ks [0  100]µM 1min 1
ON + In ) OFF +NIn ks [0  100]µM 1min 1
ON ) ON +mRNA ktr 1.03µMmin 1
mRNA) mRNA+ Ic ktl 0.2448min 1
mRNA) ; kd 0.017min 1
Ic ! In kin 0.018min 1
In ! Ic kout 0.012min 1
Nc ! Nn kNin 5.4min 1
Nc + Ic ! NIc kf 30µM 1min 1
NIc ! Nc + Ic kb 0.03min 1
Nn + In ! NIn kfn 30µM 1min 1
NIn ! Nn + In kbn 0.03min 1
NIc ) Nc ↵ 0.55min 1
NIn ) NIc kNIout 0.83min 1
Because there is a single IB↵ promoter and D number of copies of decoys (which
are neither synthesized nor destroyed), stochiometry requires that [ON ]+ [OFF ] = 1
and [DB] + [DU ] = D. The total number of NF–B molecules is another quantity
which remains constant in the model and is set to a typical value for eukaryotes, which
is about ⇠ 105. We adopt the units of concentration of µM for all the species. Using
the appropriate total volume for eukaryotic cells we have that 1µM corresponds to
there being 105 NF–B molecules in the cell.
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Table 2.2 : Names of species and their numbers
Abbreviation Full name
DB Bound Decoy Site
DU Unbound Decoy Site
ON Active gene state
OFF Inactive gene state
In Nuclear IB↵
Ic Cytoplasmic IB↵
Nn Nuclear NF–B
Nc Cytoplasmic NF–B
NIn Nuclear NF–B   IB↵ complex
NIc Cytoplasmic NF–B   IB↵ complex
N ⌘ Nn +Nc +NIn +NIn +DB Total number of NF–B: 105
Gene ⌘ ON +OFF Total number of Genes: 1
D ⌘ DB +DU Total number of Decoys: 0  105
d[Nn]
dt
=kon[Nn][OFF ] + koff [ON ] + kNin[Nc]  kfn[Nn][In] + kbn[NIn]
  kdon[DU ] ⇤ [Nn] + kdoff [DB]
(2.1)
d[In]
dt
=kIin[Ic]  kIout[In]  kfn[Nn][In] + kbn[NIn]
  ks[DB][In]  ks[ON ][In]
(2.2)
d[Nc]
dt
=  kNin[Nc]  kf [Nc][Ic] + kb[NIc] + ↵[NIc] (2.3)
d[Ic]
dt
= ktl[mRNA]  kIin[Ic] + kIout[In]  kf [Nc][Ic] + kb[NIc] (2.4)
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d[NIn]
dt
=kfn[Nn][In]  kbn[NIn]  kNIout[NIn]+
+ ks[DB][In] + ks[ON ][In]
(2.5)
d[NIc]
dt
= kf [Nc][Ic]  kb[NIc]  ↵[NIc] + kNIout[NIn] (2.6)
d[mRNA]
dt
= ktr[ON ]  kd[mRNA] (2.7)
d[DB]
dt
= kdon[DU ][Nn]  kdoff [DB]  ks[DB][In] (2.8)
d[ON ]
dt
=kon[Nn][OFF ]  koff [ON ]  ks[ON ][In] (2.9)
This set of ODEs was solved using the integrator of Real-valued Variable-coe cient
Ordinary Di↵erential Equation solver, with fixed-leading-coe cient as implemented
in Scipy library of python2.7. The parameters were scanned on a fine grid within
the ranges specified in Table 1. Oscillatory dynamics was propagated for 3000 min
discarding the first 500 min to eliminate any possible biases due to initial conditions.
2.3 Results
We systematically scanned all the rate processes related to binding/unbinding to
decoys and to the promoter by varying the unbinding rates from the decoys, kdoff
(= 0.1 · kdon) and the gene promoter, koff (= 0.1 · kon), the total number of decoys
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(D = DB +DU) and also the molecular stripping rate, ks. Most of these parameters
have been measured in studies employing real time in vitro DNA binding kinetic
experiments [3, 9] and genome wide microarray data [78] conducted on the p50p65
hetero-dimer of NFB and fall within the range of values employed by us. The model
takes the binding a nities and stripping rates to be the same for all of the decoys,
although these doubtless take on a range of values for di↵erent sites as is seen in the
experimental measurements using di↵erent DNA motifs [78]. Since our objective is to
investigate the relationship between oscillatory behavior and the molecular properties
of the decoys and the gene promoter we focus on the amplitude and period of the
oscillations, the nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio and the mean occupancy of the bound
decoys.
Figure 2.2 gives a broad overview of how the rates associated with the gene pro-
moter and decoy binding influence the steady state amplitude of nuclear NF–B os-
cillations. This figure highlights several distinct kinetic regimes. First, we note that
in order for these unbinding rates to have any influence on oscillations their timescales
need to be comparable to the time-scale of the oscillatory period ⌧off ⇠ ⌧doff ⇠ T .
The feedback loops produce oscillations in the range of hours, so we scan the values
of rate coe cients giving time scales ranging from several minutes to hours.
The most prominent feature of figure 2 is the reduction of the oscillatory am-
plitude by increasing the number of decoys. This pattern of reduction holds true
regardless of the other rates in the network. The addition of more decoy binding
sites to the nucleus simply binds up more nominally free NF–B hence reducing its
concentration. The time scales of binding and unbinding for decoys, however, matters
since ”faster decoys” reduce the amplitude of free NF–B change more e↵ectively. If
the free NF–B were in equilibrium with the decoys its amplitude would not change
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Figure 2.2 : The amplitude of nuclear NF–B oscillations as a function of dissociation time-scales
from decoys kdoff and gene promoter koff under regimes set by di↵erent decoy numbers (columns)
and molecular stripping rates (rows).
when varying the individual rates so long as the binding free energy reflected in the
equilibrium constant is held fixed kdoff/kdon = 0.1µM . The free nuclear NF–B,
however, is clearly not at equilibrium since it oscillates with sharp spikes of duration
tsp which are each followed by a longer period of near zero concentration, T   tsp.
Thus for the decoys to be able to reduce the amplitude of free NF–B variation they
have to bind them within the narrow spiking window, which is why ”faster decoys”
are more e↵ective in the limit of k 1don ! tsp. This confirms the intuition behind the
idea of utilizing the decoys for therapy while also showing that one can design more
e↵ective decoys by tuning their binding/unbinding rates.
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Secondly we see that in the low decoy number regime (e.g. D ⇠ 103) both the
state amplitude (figure 2) and the period of oscillations (electronic supplementary
materials figure S1) are sensitive to rates of promoter unbinding while they are not
a↵ected by varying the unbinding rates of decoys. In this regime the number of
decoys D ⌧ N is too small to have any noticeable influence on the oscillatory dy-
namics NF–B. On the other hand the rate of unbinding from a single promoter
site a↵ects the oscillations significantly by virtue of the promoter being part of the
core feedback cycle. Slower unbinding from the promoter leads to longer delays and
larger amplitudes of oscillation. With an increasing number of decoys, however, one
sees the binding kinetics of decoys becomes more influential (figure 2). When the
decoy numbers approach the number of total NF–B molecules (e.g D ⇠ 105) the
oscillatory dynamics becomes largely governed by the rates of binding to decoys.
Molecular stripping appears to naturally counter the e↵ect of decoys by leading to
a higher amplitude of NF–B oscillations. The exception is when the unbinding of
the NF–B promoter is so slow so as to become the rate limiting step of the feedback
cycle. In figure 3 we analyze the latter situation in greater detail.
Figure 2.3 : The amplitude and period of nuclear NF–B oscillations plotted as a function of
molecular stripping rates for di↵erent gene promoter dissociation koff rates. The total number of
decoys is fixed at D = 2 · 104 with a dissociation rate from decoys set at: kdoff = 1min 1
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With respect to the susceptibility of changing NF–B oscillations to changing
the rate of molecular stripping there are two distinct regimes of slow and fast gene
promoter state changes. These regimes are revealed by plotting the steady state am-
plitude and the periods as functions of the molecular stripping rate for di↵erent gene
unbinding rates. We see that for more rapid gene state changes (koff > 0.02min 1)
the oscillatory amplitude undergoes a modest increase with stripping. This change
mostly occurs at the expense of depleting the number of bound decoys (See supple-
mentary) while the period of oscillations is largely una↵ected. On the other hand as
the gene state dynamics becomes slower (koff < 0.02min 1), we see the reversal of the
previous trend. Now instead there is a drop in the oscillation amplitude with increas-
ing stripping rates while the period is also altered significantly. This latter regime of
slow promoter binding/unbinding is where oscillatory dynamics becomes most sus-
ceptible to changes of molecular stripping rates. This is so because in the limit of
very slow promoter unbinding, unbinding itself becomes the rate limiting step in the
feedback cycle hence the rate of molecular stripping now strongly a↵ects not only the
concentrations of bound and free decoys but also a↵ects the state of the promoter by
e↵ectively increasing its unbinding rate (electronic supplementary materials). Start-
ing from the slow promoter and increasing the rate of molecular stripping we see that
eventually promoter unbinding crosses a point after which molecular stripping is no
longer a rate limiting step (Figure 2.3)
To see whether changing the number of decoys changes the susceptibility of oscil-
lations to molecular stripping, we scan over a wide range of values of decoy numbers
and decoy unbinding rates in each of the identified regimes with slow and fast pro-
moter unbinding. As figure 4 shows, the previously identified regimes (Figure 2.3) are
qualitatively the same for a wide range of decoy numbers. Quantitatively, however,
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Figure 2.4 : The amplitude of the nuclear NF–B oscillations plotted as a function of the number
of decoys and molecular stripping rate for the regimes of (A) fast, koff   0.02min 1 and (B) slow
IB promoter state change, koff 6 0.02min 1
in each fast/slow promoter regime the decoy unbinding rates change the degree to
which the oscillation amplitude and frequency are susceptible to changes in molecular
stripping rate and decoy numbers. As discussed previously (Figure 2.2) the ”faster
decoys” generally lead to smaller amplitude oscillations. Figure 4, now shows that
depending on the unbinding rate from decoys and promoter there can be either coop-
eration where increasing the number of decoys and stripping both favor the reduction
of the amplitude or lead to a tug of war where molecular stripping drives the system
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to higher amplitudes (Figure 2.4).
Looking at the changes of period within the slow and fast promoter regimes (elec-
tronic supplementary materials, figure S2), we see that the addition of decoys can
strongly modulate the timing of oscillations in both of these regimes. Decoys do this
by competitively reducing the binding to promoter by sequestering free NF–B in
the nucleus. This sequestration leads to delays in the feedback cycle resulting in
longer periods. Molecular stripping counters these decoy induced delays by acceler-
ating the switching in the slow promoter regime. In the fast promoter regime the
e↵ect of stripping is negligible since the rate limiting step of the feedback cycle is no
longer the unbinding from the promoter. All of these relationships between decoys
and stripping have potentially important implications for the therapeutic application
of decoys. We see that there is more than one way of repressing the oscillatory activity
of the nuclear NF–B.
Finally we examine how the disparity in time-scales of unbinding from decoys
and gene promoter a↵ects the oscillations of di↵erent species and how oscillations
are a↵ected by the molecular stripping-like e↵ects (Figure 2.5). We looked at four
possible scenarios where one has a slow promoter (blue lines) or a fast promoter
(red lines) with either slow or fast decoys. First we analyze the scenario without
molecular stripping (left column of Figure 2.5). We see that it is possible to obtain
oscillations which are not coherent between di↵erent cells having di↵erent decoy and
promoter unbinding rates even at the deterministic level. The disparity in oscillation
frequencies tends to be greater in the case of a slow promoter and di↵erent rates of
unbinding from decoys. The disparity is likely to be even more pronounced once one
accounts for finite molecule number e↵ects. Now when we look at the scenario with
molecular stripping acting on bound sites, we see that this time all of the coherence of
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Figure 2.5 : Shown are oscillatory trajectories of nuclear NFB, mRNA, nuclear IB↵ and pro-
moter state for the network without (left column) and with molecular stripping with respective
rates set at ks = 0µM 1min 1 and ks = 1µM 1min 1. Molecular stripping is seen as restoring
coherence of oscillations for all of the species regardless of unbinding rates on binding sites.
oscillations is restored with the period being nearly the same for all combinations of
promoter and decoy unbinding rates. This shows one possible global role of molecular
stripping which reduces variations of rates in the eukaryotic circuits caused by molec-
ular disparities for spontaneous release from a wide range of binding sites. There are
more nuanced changes that molecular stripping introduces into the system level dy-
namics. These are best seen by considering limit cycles in the space of concentrations
of di↵erent species (electronic supplementary materials figures Figure 2.9- 2.11). For
instance limit cycle plots in the space of decoy bound and free nuclear NF–B show
that increasing molecular stripping rates tend to produce increasingly spiked pulses of
decoy bound/free states (electronic supplementary materials, figures Figure 2.8). The
degree of spikiness of oscillations has been argued previously [54] to be important for
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inducing sensitivity responses needed for di↵erentially regulating downstream genes.
2.4 Discussion
The present study shows that myriad of DNA binding sites on the genome, termed
as decoy sites should be viewed as important species in the NF–B network on an
equal footing alongside the biochemical species which are part of the core feedback
cycle of regulation. The oscillatory dynamics of all of the species is found to depend
on the numbers and time scales of dissociation from these decoys. The main mode of
influence of decoys is via sequestration of free nuclear NFB which leads to modu-
lation of the NF–B activated oscillatory feedback. We find the influence of decoys
on dynamics of the network grows as time scales of binding and unbinding approach
NF–B pulse duration. This o↵ers ways to engineer exogenous decoys for modulat-
ing NF–B activities. The recently discovered molecular stripping process [9, 74] in
turn is able to influence the crosstalk between decoys and reactions in feedback cycle.
Our results show that molecular stripping could be a way of enforcing coherent os-
cillations across population of cells, overcoming the inherent disparity of dissociation
rates from the binding sites on individual genomes.
The ideas presented here in the context of a natural system can also aid in the
modular design of synthetic oscillators or other complex engineered genetic circuits.
An obstacle to modular design has been the problem of retroactivity [23, 24], where
decoy sites of one module sequester the transcription factors from another one when
the modules are connected thereby making the overall design less e cient and at
times even unpredictable. That the sequestration of transcription factors by decoys
can lead to qualitative changes in transcriptional response has been demonstrated
experimentally using a synthetic system in budding yeast [58]. In the work of Jayan-
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thi et al [46] it was shown that one can deal with retroactivity in a simple manner
by tuning the periods and amplitudes of model synthetic oscillators by adding more
copies of the operators. The related work by Karapetyan et al [49] shows that adding
a small number of operators can increase the coherence of generic activator and re-
pressor oscillators. While adding operators can be a very e↵ective means for reducing
the dichotomous noise and directly changing the delay in the feedback loops, this
multiplication of resources may not be e↵ective for circuits that have a large number
of targets as is the case of NF–B. Apparently evolution has chosen an alternative,
molecular stripping, in the case of the NF–B system. The dynamic properties the
network are easier to tune via molecular stripping rates which can globally enforce
coherence of oscillations at a desired amplitude and period. Nature’s way of solving
the retroactivity problem by molecular stripping may also be a valuable addition to
the toolbox of synthetic biologists.
In view of the large interest in developing anti-inflammatory and anti-cancer ther-
apies which aim at the suppression of NFkB pathways [100] the present work o↵ers
some promising alternatives to pure decoy based therapy. Since IB↵ is seen as
a potentiator of the adverse e↵ects of chemotherapy and radiation therapy [100], a
more powerful strategy may be to design drugs binding to IB↵ as an adjuvant to
inhibit the molecular stripping before injecting decoys which would allow them to
more e↵ectively counter the aberrant activities of NFB.
While we have focused on a specific model system, the NF–B network, a similar
set of considerations probably apply to many other eukaryotic circuits where tran-
scription factors usually bind to large number of sites on chromosomes. In this regard
we note that recently molecular stripping like phenomena have been observed by a
number of research groups by probing mechanistic aspects and kinetics of transcrip-
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tion factor dissociation in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells [15, 35, 39, 43, 47].
The full extent of the generality and functional implications of such mechanisms in
systems biology of gene regulation are yet to be understood.
The present work has addressed the systems biology implications of molecular
stripping in the context of gene regulatory network of NF–B/IB↵. The theo-
retical framework of this work can be seen as an extension to the oscillating non-
equilibrium dynamic situation of the physical chemistry of competitive binding of
ligands to independent sites which are usually encountered in an equilibrium context.
Similar considerations might be applicable to post-transcriptional regulation where
instead of DNA decoys one must consider decoys based on RNA [36]. In analogy to
transcription factors binding to DNA there are proteins that bind to RNA thereby
regulating the activities of the associated genes. The untranslated regions of mR-
NAs contain myriad binding sites for the post-transcriptional regulators, hence the
analogy with the present work is rather striking. Could it be that the workings of
complicated gene regulatory networks in eukaryotes are most easily rationalized when
viewed in the light of physico-chemical ideas resting on competitive binding of pro-
teins to decoys and active dissociations from them? The present study shows the
usefulness of viewing the regulation of NF–B as an interplay between cellular level
reactions in core feedback cycle and molecular association and dissociation events on
genomic sites. We hope that such an approach will allow integrating the structural
insights from studies of NF–B DNA  IB↵ interactions on molecular level with
the systems level relationships learned from cell biology studies into a more coherent
picture of gene regulation.
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2.6 Supplemental Materials
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Figure 2.6 : Period of nuclear NFB oscillations as a function of dissociation time-scales from
decoys kdoff and gene promoter koff under regimes set by di↵erent decoy number (columns) and
molecular striping (rows).
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Figure 2.7 : Period of the nuclear NFB oscillations plotted as a function of number of decoys and
molecular stripping rate for the regimes of fast (A) and slow (B) IB promoter state change
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Figure 2.8 : Limit cycles in the space of free nuclear NFB (Nn) and decoy bound NFB (DB)
plotted for di↵erent values of molecular stripping rates (colored in ascending order from blue to red)
and for four di↵erent regimes specified by the combination of unbinding rates from decoy (column)
and promoter sites (row). The total number of decoys is fixed at D = 2 · 104
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Figure 2.9 : Limit cycles in the space of free nuclear NFB (Nn) and nuclear IB (In) plotted
for di↵erent values of molecular stripping rates (colored in ascending order from blue to red) and
for four di↵erent regimes specified by the combination of unbinding rates from decoy (column) and
promoter sites (row). The total number of decoys is fixed at D = 2 · 104
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Figure 2.10 : Limit cycles in the space of nuclear NFB (Nn) and mRNA (Im) plotted for di↵erent
values of molecular stripping rates (colored in ascending order from blue to red) and for four di↵erent
regimes specified by the combination of unbinding rates from decoy (column) and promoter sites
(row). The total number of decoys is fixed at D = 2 · 104
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Figure 2.11 : Limit cycles in the space of nuclear NFB (Nn) and cytoplasmic NFB (Nc) plotted
for di↵erent values of molecular stripping rates (colored in ascending order from blue to red) and
for four di↵erent regimes specified by the combination of unbinding rates from decoy (column) and
promoter sites (row). The total number of decoys is fixed at D = 2 · 104
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Chapter 3
Stochastic Resonances in Distributed Genetic
Broadcasting Networks
3.1 Biological Background of Gene Regulation
All living organisms must cope with dynamically changing environments. Cells of
more complex organisms rely on sophisticated gene regulatory networks to rapidly
and reliably acquire environmental information and communicate this information to
downstream genes for action. The flow of information covers several time and length-
scales starting from the di↵usion limited encounter between segments of DNA and
transcription factors and ranging up to cellular motion or cell death [25, 32]. Many
master genes can broadcast information through cascades, oscillations, and waves of
regulatory molecules to a wide range of genes within a cell and sometime even to
neighboring cells. In higher organisms these master genes broadcast signals to many
downstream genes which must turn disparate biochemical processes on and o↵ in syn-
chrony with other genes. Here we explore how the resonances in temporal patterns of
non-equilibrium binding and unbinding processes for disparate binding sites on the
genome are amplified cooperatively for function. The di culty of achieving synchrony
in turning genes on or o↵ has been ignored in most models of gene regulation which
assume ultra fast binding equilibration at genomic sites. These models would imply
that there must be large binding free energy gap separating the a nities of transcrip-
tion factors for target and non-functional sites for proper function of a broadcasting
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network. This need not be true for genetic networks operating far from equilibrium.
To highlight how the stochastic dynamics of binding/unbinding to numerous genomic
sites has non-trivial dynamic consequences we study an example of a broadcasting
network that involves the transcription factor NFB. This transcription factor regu-
lates hundreds of genes and strongly binds to a myriad of genomic sites. The NFB
broadcasting network crucially contains a time-delayed negative feedback loop, where
NFB induces the transcription of its own inhibitor IB (See Figure 3.1A). This
inhibitor ultimately restores a quiescent steady state by clearing NFB from the
nucleus by binding to NFB and translocating NFB into the cytoplasm where
NFB bound to the inhibitor will wait until new stimuli from the environment are
encountered. Under continuous stimulation the NFB/IB network exhibits sus-
tained oscillatory dynamics [1, 20, 80]. In addition to the IB response which leads
to the pulses and oscillations, numerous binding sites capture and release the NFB
transcription factor with widely varying rates. The non-linear influence of the target
and decoy sites on the rest of the networks is indirect arising ultimately because all
the sites need to access a shared resource, the NFB signal molecule itself.
In simple organisms such as bacteria gene regulation can often be successfully ra-
tionalized by assuming that transcription factor-DNA binding is controlled solely by
thermodynamics [32, 56, 98]. In thermodynamic models the local DNA sequence de-
termines the probability of a transcription factor being bound to the site through the
free energy of binding  Fb = kBT ln(kf/kb), where kb and kf are the binding and
unbinding rate coe cients respectively. While it has also been assumed that in eu-
karyotic gene regulation the target binding sites possess much higher binding a nities
than any random sequences, recent protein-binding microarray(PBM) experiments of
NFB proteins [92] show that the binding a nities of NFB to target binding sites
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are distributed over a wide range (Figure 3.1B). Some functional binding sites for
NFB even have a nities that are lower than the a nity of random sequences for
NFB. The recent discovery of induced molecular stripping whereby the inhibitor
IB can irreversibly strip NFB from genomic sites to which it binds further de-
fies the generality of purely thermodynamic thinking [75, 93]. The non-equilibrium
nature of gene regulation in an oscillating broadcasting network thus demands a com-
prehensive kinetic model which takes into account of heterogeneous distribution of
binding/unbinding rates for genomic sites and the consequences of the distribution of
rates for the expression of target genes.
From the phenomenological point of view the heterogeneity of rates for di↵erent DNA
binding sites creates a distribution of stochastic limit cycles of varying periods. These
cycles would oscillate with di↵erent frequencies and quickly become out of phase with
respect to each other. Since each target gene is a single molecule entity the stochas-
tic nature of expression for downstream signaling would be amplified. It has been
found that IB can directly remove NFB from its binding sites. This molecular
stripping is a mechanism that enhances coherence of these oscillators via cooperative
dissociation. In synthetic biology a loss of coherence in downstream gene expression
poses serious challenges for the modular design of functional circuits. This problem
has been combated in a brute force fashion by increasing the cooperative association
of proteins with DNA via adding copies of promoter sites.
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Figure 3.1 : (A) Schematic of the NFB regulatory cycle showing the presence of numerous genomic
binding sites. (B) Illustration of the main modes of interaction of NFB with genomic sites,
involving binding/unbinding and molecular stripping steps (C) Distribution of unbinding rates, kdoff
of NFB from DNA binding sites inferred from Protein Binding Microarrays (PBMs) experiments.
(D) Trajectories of stochastically dynamics of di↵erent sites with di↵erent unbinding rates.
3.2 Mathematical Modeling of Distributed Genetic Broad-
casting Networks
The stochastic dynamics of theNFB broadcasting network in the well stirred limit is
governed by a master equation which relates the change of probability for a particular
microstate of the network to changes in the numbers of molecules, z as well as the
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occupancy state of the genomic binding sites,  .
P˙ (z,  ) = Jbirth/death(z ± 1! z,  )  Jbirth/death(z ! z ± 1,  )+
Jbind/unbind(z ! z0,   !  0)  Jbind/unbind(z0 ! z,  0 !  )
(3.1)
In this equation the first two terms (Jbirth/death) denote the ingoing and outgo-
ing probability fluxes via birth/death processes that change the total number of
molecules (z) while the last two terms (Jbind/unbind) stand for probability fluxes caused
by changes in binary state ( ) of binding sites. To numerically solve the master equa-
tion we carry out kinetic Monte Carlo stochastic simulations accounting for all of the
discrete changes in the numbers of states of genomic binding sites. [26]. The total
number of NFB molecules in a cell is 105 and is kept constant by setting its degra-
dation rate to zero. This is a reasonable approximation because NFB is known
to have a very long cellular lifetime. We can estimate the number of genomic bind-
ing sites using genome-wide Chip-seq assays of binding, which have detected more
than 2 ⇥ 104 distinct DNA sites that bind to NFB with an equilibrium a nity
comparable to that for the IB promoter [29]. The cell volume is set to 100µm3
consistent with the range of eukaryotic cell size. We assume a normal distribution
for the binding free energies:  Gb ⇠ N ( G¯,  ¯2). Transcription factor binding to
DNA is commonly thought to be di↵usion limited so we can assume fast and uniform
binding on rates of NFB to both the IB promoter and all of the other binding
sites (kon = kdon = 10µM 1min 1). The heterogeneity in binding free energies as
measured by Chip-seq and microarray experiments leads then to strong heterogeneity
in the unbinding rates kdoff . For the IB promoter site, the unbinding OFF rate
koff is set to 1min 1. This value generates an oscillation period consistent with single
cell experiments in HeLa cells [20]. The unbinding rates kdoff for di↵erent genomic
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sites take a log-normal distribution under the assumption that binding free energy
follows a normal distribution: ln kdoff ⇠ N ( Gˆ,  2), where  Gˆ =  G¯kBT + ln kdon and
 2 = (1/kBT )2 ¯2. In order to perform Monte Carlo simulations for the stochastic
model, we approximate the log-normal distribution of kdoff using histogram proba-
bility density estimator [27] (see Supplementary Information for details). By varying
both  Gˆ and  2 we investigate how heterogeneity in unbinding rate distribution af-
fects the dynamical characteristics of the network.
3.3 Results
To quantify the temporal coherence of oscillatory dynamics we calculate the normal-
ized autocorrelation function of both the number of bound NFB molecules and the
number of free molecules of NFB. We quantify the loss of coherence by calculat-
ing the dephasing time (⌧ ) of an exponential decay (e t/⌧ ) fitted to the envelope
of a periodic [cos(2⇡t/T )] normalized autocorrelation function (See Supplementary
Information for details). As in prior work [22,59,76], we use the oscillation quality to
characterize the temporal coherence which is the ratio of the dephasing time to the
oscillation period: ⌧ /T . A larger value of oscillation quality indicates higher tempo-
ral coherence. Fig2A illustrates the oscillation quality of NFB  DNA complex as
a function of  Gˆ and  2, in the absence of molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1)
and in the presence of active molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1).
First by looking at the case with uniformly distributed binding sites ( 2 = 0)
we find that the when the time-scale of unbinding from DNA sites ⌧doff approaches
the time-scale of NFB oscillations ⌧osc the network enters a phase of ”resonance”
between IB site and the target sites resulting in significant loss of coherence of
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oscillations of both the DNA bound and free NFB molecule numbers. For values
of unbinding rates that would lead to slower or faster oscillation periods than the
”resonance” range, the main oscillations are una↵ected in their coherence. For finite
values of  2 the shape of distribution of the unbinding rates can modulate temporal
coherence in a non-trivial way. When the distribution of rates is centered in the range
corresponding to the resonance regime within the main circuit, increasing the het-
erogeneity of rates  2 results in greater temporal coherence. This greater coherence
arises simply because increasing  2 reduces the weight of ”resonant” sites result-
ing in overall elevated temporal coherence of oscillations of free and bound NFB
molecules. When the mean unbinding rate k¯doff of the sites lies far outside of the
resonance region, temporal coherence becomes relatively insensitive to the shape of
the distribution. Molecular stripping enforces cooperative dissociation of the NFB
from numerous sites regardless of the vales of the passive unbinding rates. This co-
operative dissociation results in ultra sensitive oscillations of NFB and a dramatic
enhancement of the coherence of oscillations (Figure 3.2A).
When stimulation of the network is abruptly terminated by setting the degra-
dation rate to zero ↵ = 0 the binding sites will eventually be cleared of NFB.
The relevant time for a meaningful response then is the teime for all the NFB
molecules to be removed from the bound sites. This time would determine weather
some downstream genes would remain on when they should have been turned o↵, as
the stimulus has aborted. We calculate the mean clearance time (MCT) of bound
decoys ⌧mct, which is the time it takes on average for all of the bound NFB to
dissociate. After termination of the signal the number of NFB molecules undergoes
a random walk where each molecule independently dissociates from DNA binding
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Figure 3.2 : Oscillation Quality and Mean Clearance Time for Distributed Decoys (A)
Oscillation Quality (⌧c/T ) as a function of mean and standard deviation of Log-Normal Distribution
of decoy unbinding rate in the absence of molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1) and with molec-
ular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1) (B) Natural Logarithm of mean clearance time as a function
of mean and standard deviations of Log-Normal Distribution of decoys’ unbinding rates without
molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1) and with molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1).
sites but can re-bind to the unoccupied sites during the attempt of the system to be
cleared of genetically bound NFB. The master equation for the time-evolution of
probability of the number of NFB bound to DNA sites is:
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@
@t
P (n, t) = kdonnFP (n  1, t)  kdoffP (n, t)  ksnIP (n, t) (3.2)
where n is the number of DNA sites with NFB bound, nF is the total number of
free nuclear NFB molecules and ks is the molecular stripping rate, nI is the number
of nuclear IB molecules. The kdon, kdoff are the binding/unbinding rates from DNA
sites. The initial condition for the di↵usion problem for complete clearance is to set
P (N, 0) = 1 and P (0, 0) = 0, where N is the initial number of NFB-bound DNA
sites. The mean clearance time ⌧mct can then be calculated as:
⌧mct =
Z 1
0
tP (0, t|P (0, ts) = 0, 8ts < t)dt (3.3)
As illustrated in Figure 3.2B, the mean clearance time strongly depends on the
distribution of unbinding rates. Sites with slower unbinding rates from DNA sites
naturally contribute the most to having a longer mean clearance time. The order
of magnitude of the clearance time is largely dominated by the small number of
sites having the slowest dissociation rates in the distribution. When the molecular
stripping mechanism is active the cooperative dissociation of NFB leads to much
more rapid and uniform distribution of clearance times which now become insensitive
to the heterogeneity of unbinding rate distribution. Molecular stripping is able to
actively enforce coherence for all of the sites (Figure 3.3).
To explore the role of resonances of binding cycles we examined correlation func-
tions and power spectra of the oscillations of the number of bound NFB molecules
as well as the cross correlations with the other species in the network. As illustrated
in Figure 3.3A, the resonance e↵ect is clearly seen in the autocorrelation functions
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Figure 3.3 : (A) Normalized autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations in a NFB   DNA(Db)
population for identical decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates (B) The power spectrum of the
NFB   DNA stochastic oscillations under di↵erent unbinding rates of decoys (C) Stationary
limit cycles of an NFB   DNA/mRNA oscillator with di↵erent unbinding rates of decoys (D)
The power spectrum of the NFB DNA stochastic oscillations under distributed decoys ( 2 = 6)
with < ln(kdoff ) >= 0)
of the number of DNA bound NFB molecules. The correlations for sites with
slow (kdoff = 0.02min 1) and fast (kdoff = 20min 1) dissociation display much
slower decay of their coherence in comparison to sites falling in resonance region
(kdoff = 1min 1 = koff ). The power spectrum of the oscillations of the total number
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of NFB on the bound sites shows that there is a distribution of frequencies asso-
ciated with di↵erent genomic sites each of which has specific unbinding rate. As a
direct result of the coherence loss the power spectrum distribution for sites falling in
the resonant regime is much broader. The resonance phenomenon provides both a
non-linear and a stochastic component which may be seen by examining the changes
of the shape of the limit cycle and its transverse fluctuations with respect to the
cycling direction. Molecular stripping suppresses the transverse fluctuations without
altering the shape of the limit cycle. This e↵ect results in a narrowing of the fre-
quency distribution without any significant shift of its mean value.
(A) (B) (C)
Figure 3.4 : (A) Dephasing time (without molecular stripping) (⌧NSc ) as a function of unbinding
rates (kdoff ) of Decoys in three di↵erent cell volumes (100 µm3, 500 µm3 and 2000 µm3), the total
copy numbers of NFB is fixed as 105 and the total numbers of NFB decoy binding sites is
fixed as 2 ⇥ 104. (B) Dephasing time (⌧NSc ) as a function of unbinding rates (kdoff ) of Decoys in
three di↵erent extracellular signaling intensity levels (↵ = 0.55, 0.25, 0.10min 1 respectively). (C)
Dephasing Time (⌧NSc ) as a function of the total number of decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates.
We also investigated the dependence of the resonance e↵ects on cell volumes and
stimulation intensity (Figure 3.4A,B). We model the stimulus intensity by changing
the degradation rate ↵ of NFB   IB releasing a stream of NFB into the cell
nucleus. We find that resonance is the strongest for the small cell volumes and high
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frequency regimes of oscillation but becomes less pronounced for larger cell volumes
and lower values of ↵ as the oscillations move into a lower frequency region approach-
ing the steady state point.
Many of the much weaker binding sites that go unnoticed by Chip-seq exist on
the genome and could in principle change the resonance picture. To address this pos-
sibility we carried out additional simulations by adding an extremely large number of
genomic sites with very disparate unbinding rates (Figure 3.4C). We pick five di↵er-
ent decoy unbinding rate distributions, covering a very slow unbinding rate (kdoff =
0.02min 1), a resonant regime and a fast unbinding rate (kdoff = 2 ⇥ 104min 1)
for the thermodynamically weak additional decoys. The temporal coherence of the
network is most sensitive to the addition of decoys with unbinding rates that fall in
resonant regime but become relatively insensitive with either slower or faster unbind-
ing. When the decoy unbinding rate gets very fast (kdoff = 2⇥104min 1), increasing
the number of decoys has virtually negligible e↵ect on the temporal coherence. This
could potentially explain why the binding of transcription factors to a large portion
of the enormous eukaryotic genome does not a↵ect the dynamics of even a very ex-
tensive genetic broadcasting network.
3.4 Conclusion
Taking into account of heterogeneous binding a nities of decoys, an unconventional
relationship between the phase coherence of oscillations and binding a nities of de-
coys is found at certain levels of concentrations. The relationship implies that phase
coherence does not depend on binding a nities, but only depends on decoy kinetics
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being ”in resonance” with the overall oscillations of the network. The kinetic param-
eters and the range of concentrations to maintain validity of the ”resonance e↵ect”
depend on the details of the system. More importantly, the active kinetic event such
as molecular stripping, in which IB actively removes NFB from its binding site,
could significantly promote the phase coherence. In the following parts, we report the
relevant results followed by an in-depth discussion of the general microscopic theory
of noise resonance in NFB genetic network, which could be readily extended to a
wide class of genetic oscillatory networks with time-delayed negative feedback.
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3.6 Supplemental Materials
3.6.1 Estimation of the Distribution of Decoys’ Unbinding Rates by His-
tograms
As we stated in the main text, we assume the decoys’ binding free energies ( Gb) fol-
lows a Gaussian distribution, which indicates that ln kdoff ⇠ N ( Gˆ,  2). We adopt
the 15-bins equally-spaced histogram to approximate the distribution of ln kdoff by
dividing the distribution into 15 non-overlapping intervals, each bin represents a de-
coy species with the corresponding unbinding rate. Since we make the total number of
decoys to be 20, 000, the value for each bin Ni represents the number of decoy species
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with the unbinding rate that the bin corresponds, so we have
P15
i=1Ni = 20, 000.
The historgram estimator enable us to use 15 di↵erent decoy species with di↵erent
unbinding rates to approximate the distribution of unbinding kinetics of the whole
decoy population. Monte Carlo Simulations would be readily performed by treating
those decoys as 15 di↵erent reacting chemical species, each with the di↵erent unbind-
ing kinetic rate.
The histogram estimator developed by statistics community [27] also concerned
about determining the optimal band width of histogram bins to acheive better goodness-
of-fit and the bias-variance tradeo↵ of statistical estimations. This is beyond our focus
and current need for modeling stochastic dynamics of genetic networks having decoys
with distributed unbinding kinetic rates. In this paper we adopt the simple division
of the distribution of unbinding rates into 15 bins with the equal band width. We
choose 15 bins as it is accurate enough to approximate the distribution while keep-
ing the total number of chemical species in the reacting system relatively small to
facilitate reasonably fast Monte Carlo Simulations. If the number of bins increases,
the approximation would be more unbiased, but the total number of chemical species
in the Monte Carlo Simulations would grow thus it would slow down the simulation
significantly. Here we choose the appropriate bin numbers to balance out the ”curse
of dimensionality” and the accuracy of approximations.
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3.6.2 Chemical Reactions and Kinetic Parameters
Table 3.1 : Chemical Reactions for IB↵/NFB regulatory circuit. The parameters of the feed-
back cycle originate from the work of Ho↵mann et al [1] while the ranges of values for specific
binding/unbinding rates come from binding microarray data [92] and in vitro kinetic measure-
ments [75, 93].
Reactions Rate coe↵ Values
DU +Nn ! DB kdon 10µM 1min 1
DB ! DU +Nn kdoff ⇠ LogNormal( Gˆ,  2)
OFF +Nn ! ON kon 10µM 1min 1
ON ! OFF +Nn koff 1min 1
DB + In ) DU +NIn ks [0  10]µM 1min 1
ON + In ) OFF +NIn ks [0  10]µM 1min 1
ON ) ON +mRNA ktr 1.03µMmin 1
mRNA) mRNA+ Ic ktl 0.2448min 1
mRNA) ; kd 0.017min 1
Ic ! In kin 0.018min 1
In ! Ic kout 0.012min 1
Nc ! Nn kNin 5.4min 1
Nc + Ic ! NIc kf 30µM 1min 1
NIc ! Nc + Ic kb 0.03min 1
Nn + In ! NIn kfn 30µM 1min 1
NIn ! Nn + In kbn 0.03min 1
NIc ) Nc ↵ [0.10  0.55]min 1
NIn ) NIc kNIout 0.83min 1
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3.7 Abbreviation and Full names in Chemical Reactions
Table 3.2 : Names of species and their numbers
Abbreviation Full name
DB Bound Decoy Site
DU Unbound Decoy Site
ON Active gene state
OFF Inactive gene state
In Nuclear IB↵
Ic Cytoplasmic IB↵
Nn Nuclear NF–B
Nc Cytoplasmic NF–B
NIn Nuclear NF–B   IB↵ complex
NIc Cytoplasmic NF–B   IB↵ complex
N ⌘ Nn +Nc +NIn +NIn +DB Total number of NF–B: 105
Gene ⌘ ON +OFF Total number of Genes: 1
D ⌘ DB +DU Total number of natural Decoys: 2⇥ 104
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3.7.1 Comparison of SPR-determined unbinding rate koff and and PBM-
determined z scores for p65-p50 heterodimers
In order to convert the z-scores determined by Protein Binding Microarray (PBM) [92]
to unbinding rates of DNA binding sequences for p65-p50 heterodimers, we use the
data in [92] of unbinding rates (koff ) for mice p65-p50 heterodimers determined by
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) (six independent SPR measurements). We did the
linear regression of ln(ln 2/koff ) over the corresponding z-scores, which is the same as
the authors did for c-Rel-c-Rel and p50-p50 homodimers. The linear regression curves
and the corresponding R squares and linear regression equation are shown in Figure 1:
Figure 3.5 : Linear regression of SPR-determined unbinding rate koff over the PBM-determined z
scores for mice p65-p50 heterodimers. Data is determined from six independent measurements (SPR
data).
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3.7.2 Supplemental Figures
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.6 : (a) Normalized autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations in a nuclear free NFB(Nn)
population for identical decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates when ↵ = 0.55min 1. (b) Normalized
autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations in a messenger RNA (mRNA) population for identi-
cal decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates when ↵ = 0.55min 1. (c)Normalized autocorrelation of
steady-state fluctuations in a nuclear free NFB(Nn) population for identical decoys with di↵erent
unbinding rates when ↵ = 0.25min 1. (d) Normalized autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations
in a messenger RNA mRNA population for identical decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates when
↵ = 0.25min 1.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7 : (a) Normalized autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations in a NFB   DNA(Db)
population for identical decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates when ↵ = 0.10min 1. (b) Normalized
autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations in a messenger RNA (mRNA) population for identi-
cal decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates when ↵ = 0.10min 1. (c)Normalized autocorrelation of
steady-state fluctuations in a nuclear free NFB(Nn) population for identical decoys with di↵erent
unbinding rates when ↵ = 0.10min 1.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.8 : (a)-(c) Normalized autocorrelations of steady-state fluctuations (↵ = 0.55min 1) in
a Db population for Distributed Decoys whose unbinding rates follow a LogNormal Distribution
(a) < ln(kdoff ) >=  4, Slow Decoys (b) < ln(kdoff ) >= 0, Resonance Decoys (< kdoff > ⇠
koff = 1min 1) (c) < ln(kdoff ) >= 3, Fast Decoys.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 3.9 : (a) Normalized autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations in a NFB   DNA(Db)
population for identical decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates when ↵ = 0.25min 1 (b) The distri-
bution of oscillation periods of the NFB  DNA stochastic oscillations under di↵erent unbinding
rates of decoys when ↵ = 0.25min 1 (c) Stationary limit cycles of an NFB   DNA/mRNA
oscillator with di↵erent unbinding rates of decoys when ↵ = 0.25min 1. (d)-(f) Normalized auto-
correlations of steady-state fluctuations (↵ = 0.25min 1) in a Db population for Distributed Decoys
whose unbinding rates follow a LogNormal Distribution (d) < ln(kdoff ) >=  4, Slow Decoys (e)
< ln(kdoff ) >= 0, Resonance Decoys (< kdoff > ⇠ koff = 1min 1) (f) < ln(kdoff ) >= 3,
Fast Decoys. (g)-(i) Normalized autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations (↵ = 0.25min 1)
in a Db population with distributed decoys ( 2 = 6) and molecular stripping (h) Slow Decoys
(< ln(kdoff ) >=  4) (i) Resonance Decoys (< ln(kdoff ) >= 0) (j) Fast Decoys (< ln(kdoff ) >= 3)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.10 : (a)-(c) Normalized autocorrelation of steady-state fluctuations (↵ = 0.55min 1) in
a Db population with distributed decoys ( 2 = 6) and molecular stripping (a) Slow Decoys (<
ln(kdoff ) >=  4) (b) Resonance Decoys (< ln(kdoff ) >= 0) (c) Fast Decoys (< ln(kdoff ) >= 3).
Figure 3.11 : Stationary probability distribution of noisy limit cycles (↵ = 0.55min 1) as a function
of unbinding rates of decoys in the phase space of NFB   DNA(Db) and mRNA, no molecular
stripping involved.
Figure 3.12 : Stationary probability distribution of noisy limit cycles (↵ = 0.55min 1) as a function
of unbinding rates of decoys in the phase space of NFB   DNA(Db) and mRNA, molecular
stripping rate ks = 10µM 1min 1.
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Figure 3.13 : Stationary probability distribution of noisy limit cycles (↵ = 0.55min 1) as a function
of unbinding rates of decoys in the phase space of NFB DNA(Db) and Nn, no molecular stripping
involved.
Figure 3.14 : Stationary probability distribution of noisy limit cycles (↵ = 0.55min 1) as a function
of unbinding rates of decoys in the phase space of NFB  DNA(Db) and Nn, molecular stripping
rate ks = 10µM 1min 1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.15 : (a) E↵ect of binding rates kdon and kon on the stochastic oscillations: De-
phasing time of stochastic mRNA oscillations (↵ = 0.55min 1) as a function of unbinding rates of
decoys ln(kdoff ), no molecular stripping involved. (b) Dephasing time of stochastic NFB  DNA
(Db) oscillations (↵ = 0.55min 1) as a function of unbinding rates of decoys ln(kdoff ), no molecular
stripping involved.
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Chapter 4
Modeling Therapeutic E cacy of Synthetic NFB
Decoy Oligodeoxynucleotides
4.1 Introduction
The transcription factor NFB is a central regulator for many genes in eukaryotic
cells, orchestrating the immune response to inflammation, apoptosis, proliferation,
di↵erentiation and many more activities [8, 34, 44, 102]. NFB represents a family
of dimeric proteins. In our study the term NFB refers specifically to the p65-p50
heterodimers, which are found widely in most cell types. While induced activation of
NFB plays a pivotal role in regulating immune and inflammatory responses, consti-
tutiveNFB activation is observed in many pathological cell types. Such constitutive
activity is widely considered as a major causal event for many human diseases, includ-
ing chronic inflammation, auto-immune diseases and cancer etc [50,63,65,66,82,86,87].
Inhibition of the NFB activation becomes a promising treatment strategy in clinical
applications [5, 7, 99].
Synthetic NFB decoy oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs), which are consensus double-
stranded DNA segments mimicking the NFB DNA binding sites, have already
shown the promising e cacy in inhibiting activation of NFB [30,55,64,68], by sim-
ply binding to free NFB to block interactions to DNA binding sites on the genome.
Clinical studies showed that synthetic NFB decoy ODNs lead to minimal side e↵ect
and display less toxicity than other treatment methods [55,64,68]. Although a lot of
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research has made progress using innovative and bio-compatible methods to deliver
artificial NFB decoy ODNs into the cell nucleus [37], there is still a limited under-
standing of pharmacology of NFB decoy ODNs. Essentially we need to know how
NFB decoy ODNs a↵ect the systems biology of the entire biological networks of
NFB signalings. Can we derive pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) of
NFB decoy ODNs when they interact with NFB in an entire biological networks?
Rapid progress of systems biology makes possibly a systems pharmacology [21],
in which the e cacy of drugs can not only be studied by evaluating specific drug-
target site interactions, but also by investigating the system-level dynamics of biolog-
ical networks. We believe mathematical models to predict how the drugs a↵ect the
system-level dynamics of biological networks should become critically important for
pharmacological studies. In order to set up a systems pharmacology model, in-depth
understanding of underlying systems biology is necessary. It is essential to map out
the details of interactions/chemical reactions of biomolecules.
In this paper, we set up a systems pharmacology model for the influence of NFB
decoy ODNs, based on the systems biology of NFB signaling networks [17, 45, 53].
As illustrated in Figure 4.1A, the minimal model of the NFB regulatory network
includes continuous extracellular stimulation which leads to constitutive activation of
NFB, binding/unbinding of NFB to the IB promoter and ”natural” DNA decoy
sites, transcription of IB↵-encoding gene to mRNA, and translation of mRNA to
IB↵ proteins. The network contains a time-delayed negative feedback loop in which
translated IB↵ proteins translocate from cytosol to nucleus to remove free nuclear
NFB out of nucleus. This leads to oscillatory temporal dynamics of free nuclear
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Figure 1: Minimal Model of NFB network with Distributed Decoys (a) Schematic illustrations of minimal model
of NFB network with distributed decoys and molecular stripping. (b) Distribution of unbinding rates of DNA binding
sites of p65  p50 NFB heterodimers from Protein Binding Microarrays (PBMs) experiments.
1
Natural Decoys
Untreated cell Artificial decoys-
treated cell
(A)
(B)
Figure 4.1 : (A) Minimal model of NFB signaling networks and the therapeutic strategy of
artificial decoys. Protein-binding Microarrays (PBMs) experiments indicate that the unbinding rates
of natural decoys follow a distribution.(B) Oscillatory temporal dynamics of nuclear free NFB for
the untreated cell (no artificial decoy ODNs) and the treated cell (1µM artificial decoy ODNs).
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NFB (As shown in Figure 4.1B) [45, 53, 67]. The model also contains recently-
discovered molecular stripping process [10,74], in which IB↵ induces the active dis-
sociation of NFB from binding sites. The binding a nities of decoy binding sites
are distributed according to values inferred from Protein Binding Microarrays(PBMs)
experiments [79, 96], which are reflected in their distributed unbinding kinetic rates.
The role of artificial decoys is to bind to nuclear NFB molecules to reduce their
activities in nucleus, thus attenuating their interactions with functional genomic bind-
ing sites.
The model allows us to quantify the dependence of the therapeutic e cacy of
artificial NFB decoy ODNs on their dose level and their binding/unbinding kinetic
rates. The model also predicts pharmacokinetics/pharmacodynamics (PK/PD) of
artificial NFB decoy ODNs under di↵erent degradation rates arising from nucle-
ase activity [19]. Our quantitative model of the systems pharmacology is based on
biologically-relevant assumptions that the unbinding kinetic rates of DNA binding
sites are distributed according to the Protein binding microarrays (PBMs) experi-
ments [79]. The associated kinetic rates for the IB promoter and related chemi-
cal reactions come from experimental results [45, 53, 67]. Our results indicate that
nuclease-induced degradation significantly a↵ects the PK/PD properties of NFB
decoy ODNs. This could provide quantitative guidance for translational researchers
and drug developers to design better drugs based on NFB decoy ODNs by suggest-
ing their pairing with nuclease inhibitors.
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4.2 Quantitative model of Systems Pharmacology of Artifi-
cial NFB decoy ODNs
In this paper, the regulatory network of NFB is modeled using functional and
non-target binding sites. A minimal model is illustrated in Fig.1A. The present
minimal model is based entirely on an explicit mass action treatment of the kinet-
ics of elementary reactive events [105] that accounts for both the binding states of
gene promoter, DNA sites and artificial NFB decoy ODNs. The model incorpo-
rates bimolecular molecular stripping of NFB from bound sites on the genome
and NFB decoy ODNs by IB↵ in addition to the spontaneous unimolecular dis-
sociation used in earlier models. The names of the molecular species involved in
the network,their associated reactions and kinetic coe cients are listed in Tables 1
and 2. The corresponding set of di↵erential equations that constitutes our model
is presented in Supporting Information. In our model we assume there is a sin-
gle IB↵ promoter and 2 ⇥ 104 numbers of natural decoys (DNA binding sites on
genome) [104].Transcription factor binding to DNA is commonly considered as a
di↵usion-limited step,hence we assume fast and uniform binding rates of NFB to
all of its binding sites including the IB↵ promoter,natural decoys and synthetic
NFB decoy ODNs (kon = kdon = kson = 10µM 1min 1). For the IB↵ promoter,
the unbinding OFF rate koff is set to be 1min 1 which generates an oscillation pe-
riod consistent to experiments in Hela Cells [105]. We assume a normal distribution
of binding free energies: Gb ⇠ N ( G¯,  ¯2). The unbinding rates of natural decoys
take a log-normal distribution:ln kdoff ⇠ N ( Gˆ,  2), where  Gˆ =  G¯kBT + ln kdon, and
 2 = (1/kBT )2 ¯2. In order to perform computer simulation of the systems biology
model, we approximate the log-normal distribution of kdoff by histogram probability
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density estimator. In our study we set  Gˆ = 0 and  2 = 1 to mimic the protein bind-
ing microarrays (PBMs) experiment of NFB binding sites. We set the cell volume
so as to have 1µM to correspond to 105 copy numbers of NFB, which is consistent
to eukaryotic cell volumes. We do not consider degradation of artificial NFB decoy
ODNs at this moment (but will do so in the later sections of the paper).
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(A)
(B)
Figure 4.2 : (A) Free nuclear NFB peak concentrations as a function of Dose and unbinding rate
(ksoff ) of synthetic NFB decoy ODNs, under no molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1) and
with molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1). (B) Coherence Time (⌧ ) of Nuclear free NFB
with addition of artificial decoys with di↵erent unbinding rates (ksoff )
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Table 4.1 : Chemical Reactions for IB↵/NFB regulatory circuit with artificial NFB decoy
ODNs. The parameters of the feedback cycle originate from the work of Ho↵mann et al [45] while
the ranges of values for specific binding/unbinding rates come from binding microarray data [79]
and in vitro kinetic measurements [10, 93].
Reactions Rate coe↵ Values
DU +Nn ! DB kdon 10µM 1min 1
DB ! DU +Nn kdoff ⇠ LogNormal( Gˆ,  2)
ADU +Nn ! ADB kson 10µM 1min 1
ADB ! ADU +Nn ksoff [0.02  1]min 1
ADU ) ;  s [0  0.02]min 1
ADB ) ;  s [0  0.02]min 1
OFF +Nn ! ON kon 10µM 1min 1
ON ! OFF +Nn koff 1min 1
DB + In ) DU +NIn ks [0  10]µM 1min 1
ON + In ) OFF +NIn ks [0  10]µM 1min 1
ADB + In ) ADU +NIn ks [0  10]µM 1min 1
ON ) ON +mRNA ktr 1.03µMmin 1
mRNA) mRNA+ Ic ktl 0.2448min 1
mRNA) ; kd 0.017min 1
Ic ! In kin 0.018min 1
In ! Ic kout 0.012min 1
Nc ! Nn kNin 5.4min 1
Nc + Ic ! NIc kf 30µM 1min 1
NIc ! Nc + Ic kb 0.03min 1
Nn + In ! NIn kfn 30µM 1min 1
NIn ! Nn + In kbn 0.03min 1
NIc ) Nc ↵ [0.10  0.55]min 1
NIn ) NIc kNIout 0.83min 1
Figure 4.2A shows the therapeutic e cacy of NFB decoy ODNs as a function of
dose level and the unbinding kinetic rates ksoff of decoy ODNs. This figure clearly il-
lustrates that the e cacy is heavily dictated by both dose level and unbinding kinetic
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Table 4.2 : Names of species and their numbers
Abbreviation Full name
DB Bound Decoy Site
DU Unbound Decoy Site
ADB Bound Artificial Decoy Site
ADU Unbound Decoy Site
ON Active gene state
OFF Inactive gene state
In Nuclear IB↵
Ic Cytoplasmic IB↵
Nn Nuclear NF–B
Nc Cytoplasmic NF–B
NIn Nuclear NF–B   IB↵ complex
NIc Cytoplasmic NF–B   IB↵ complex
N Total number of NF–B: 105
Gene ⌘ ON +OFF Total number of Genes: 1
AD ⌘ ADB + ADU Total number of artificial Decoys: [0  2⇥ 105]
D ⌘ DB +DU Total number of natural Decoys: 2⇥ 104
rates of NFB decoy ODNs. Increasing the dose level monotonically decreases the
steady-state amplitude of nuclear NFB oscillations, while increasing the unbind-
ing kinetic rate ksoff attenuates the inhibitory e cacy. It is also clearly shown that
molecular stripping increases the oscillatory amplitude of nuclear NFB and decrease
the therapeutic e cacy of artificial decoy ODNs. With molecular stripping, one needs
to increase the dose level or devise ksoff to be slower to achieve the same therapeutic
e cacy as there would be without molecular stripping. Drug developments need to
take into account the negative influence on therapeutic e cacy by active-dissociation
processes such as molecular stripping when devising dose and unbinding kinetic rates
of drugs to achieve optimal e cacy.
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We also performed stochastic Monte Carlo Simulations [33] of NFB regulatory
networks to quantify the e↵ect of synthetic NFB decoy ODNs on the stochastic
network dynamics. To quantify the temporal oscillatory dynamics, we calculate the
normalized autocorrelation function of free nuclear NFB. We quantify the loss of
coherence by the dephasing time (⌧ ) of exponential decay (e t/⌧ ) of the envelope of
a periodic [cos(2⇡t/T )] normalized autocorrelation function. Figure 4.2B illustrates
the dephasing time of free nuclear NFB (⌧ ) as a function of dose of synthetic
NFB decoy ODNs and their unbinding kinetic rates (ksoff ). We pick five di↵erent
ksoff values, covering the range from slow unbinding rate(ksoff = 0.02min 1) and
fast unbinding rate(ksoff = 2 ⇥ 104min 1). The temporal coherence of the network
is most sensitive to the addition of synthetic NFB decoy ODNs with unbinding
rate ksoff falling in resonant regime(ksoff ⇠ koff = 1min 1), followed by addition of
slow decoys and then becoming relative insensitive to addition of decoy ODNs with
fast unbinding rates. Understanding the role of noise in gene network dynamics is
increasingly important in disease therapeutics. Our results can provide quantitative
guidance for how drug developers regulate the noise level of gene networks.
4.3 The Role of Nuclease-induced degradation
One of the major limitations of the NFB decoy ODN therapeutic approach is the
degradation of phosphodiester oligonucleotides induced by intracellular nucleases [19].
With the degradation, artificial NFB decoy ODNs can only be e↵ective for a short
period of time, which is defined as the duration of action in pharmacokinetics. In
this study, we define the duration of action of artificial NFB decoy ODNs to be
the timespan during which they can inhibit the nuclear free NFB activity to below
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Figure 4.3 : (A) Time courses of artificialNFB decoy ODNs and nuclear freeNFB concentrations
under di↵erent degradation rates ( s = 0.001, 0.005, 0.02min 1) of artificial NFB decoys, under
conditions of both no molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1) and with molecular stripping (ks =
10µM 1min 1). Unbinding rate of artificial NFB decoys is set to ksoff = 1min 1. (B) Time
courses of artificial NFB decoy ODNs and nuclear free NFB concentrations under di↵erent
degradation rates ( s = 0.001, 0.005, 0.02min 1) of artificial NFB decoys, under conditions of both
no molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1) and with molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1).
The unbinding rate of artificial NFB decoys is set to ksoff = 0.02min 1.
0.1µM . The definition is not necessarily consistent with other pharmacokinetic stud-
ies, but it provides a consistent benchmark to describe the therapeutic e↵ectiveness of
artificial NFB decoy ODNs. For the purpose of drug developments/metabolism, it
is of critical importance to know how the organisms a↵ect the artificial decoy ODNs
(pharmacokinetics) and how the dose of decoy ODNs a↵ect the therapeutic e cacy
(pharmacodynamics).
Figure 4.3A illustrates the time course of NFB decoy ODNs concentrations
and the time course of nuclear free NFB concentrations with/without molecular
stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1 or ks = 10µM 1min 1) and under di↵erent degradation
rates ( s = 0.001, 0.005, 0.02min 1). The dose is set to be 1µM and unbinding rate
ksoff = 1min 1
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Figure 4.4 : Duration of Action as a function of nuclease-induced degradation ( s) and unbinding
rate (ksoff ) of artificial NFB decoys, under no molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1) and with
molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1).
duration of action while slower degradation rates lead to longer duration of action.
Figure 4.3A also indicates that with molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1), the
nuclearNFB activity is boosted and the duration of action is significantly shortened,
while the influence of degradation rates on the duration of action still remains the
same. In Figure 4.3B, the unbinding rate ksoff is set to be a slow rate of 0.02min 1,
the time courses of both nuclear NFB and artificial decoy ODNs concentrations are
drastically di↵erent from Figure 4.3A. The duration of action is significantly elongated
in Figure 4.3B due to the slow unbinding rate, while the dependence on degradation
rates ( s) of the duration of action remains the same as it was in Figure 4.3A.
Figure 4.4 elaborates the dependence of the duration of action on the nuclease-
induced degradation rate ( s) and the unbinding rate of artifical NFB decoy ODNs
(ksoff ). When there is no molecular stripping, degradation e↵ectively decreases the
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duration of action. While when the unbinding rate increases, the dependence of dura-
tion of action on degradation is attenuated. Also under slow degradation rate, a slow
unbinding rate would lead to longer duration of action, while a fast unbinding rate
shortens the duration of action. Under fast degradation rate, unbinding rate ksoff
has very little e↵ect on the duration of action. When molecular stripping comes into
play, it significantly reduces the duration of action for most of the parameter range
and makes the duration of action uniformly distributed across a wide range of param-
eters of the degradation rate ( s) and the unbinding rate (ksoff ). The results clearly
show that molecular stripping has antagonistic e↵ects on the therapeutic e cacy of
artificial NFB decoy ODNs for a wide range of parameters. We also show that that
when degradation is very fast, changing the unbinding rate ksoff of artificial NFB
decoys does not significantly help therapeutic e cacy.
Figure 4.5A explicitly illustrates the dependence of the duration of action on
nuclease-induced degradation ( s) and on molecular stripping. When the unbind-
ing rate is very slow (ksoff = 0.02min 1), the duration of action decreases with
increasing degradation rate, but further increase of the degradation rate ( s) above
a certain level (⇠ 8 ⇥ 10 3min 1) would not decrease the duration of action. This
is due to the high binding a nity of artificial NFB decoys with slow unbinding
rates so there remains strong inhibitory e↵ect on nuclear NFB activity even with
a fast degradation. The situation changes when the unbinding rate becomes faster
(ksoff = 0.2min 1), the degradation monotonically decreases the duration of action
due to reduced binding a nity of artificial NFB decoys. When the unbinding rate
is very fast (ksoff = 1min 1), duration of action is very short and degradation has a
very small e↵ect on the duration of action. Molecular stripping significantly decreases
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the duration of action across a wide range of degradation rates.
In order to determine the dose dependence of the duration of action, we calculated
the duration of action under di↵erent doses and di↵erent degradation rates( s) of arti-
ficialNFB decoy ODNs, with molecular stripping(ks = 10µM 1min 1) and without
molecular stripping (ks = 0µM 1min 1). As illustrated in Figure 4.5B, we set the
ksoff = 1min 1 to be the fast unbinding rate. It is interesting to see that the duraton
of action is more sensitive to doses when degradation is slow ( s = 0.001min 1),
while under rapid degradation ( s = 0.02min 1) the duration of action becomes rel-
atively insensitive to dose. Fig.5B shows molecular stripping plays a dominant role
in shortening the duration of action, making the dose response curve more insensitive
compared with when there is no molecular stripping. Still the influence of degrada-
tion rates remains. When we set the ksoff = 0.02min 1 to be the slow unbinding
rate, the dose response becomes much more sensitive compared with fast unbinding
(ksoff = 1min 1) and the duration of action is e↵ectively elongated, while the e↵ect
of degradation rates on dose response remain the same as it was with the fast unbind-
ing (ksoff = 1min 1). The therapeutic e cacy is more pronounced as a function of
dose under slow degradation rates and slow unbinding kinetic rates. Recent studies
have indicated that the degradation rate can be artificially modulated by attaching
protective molecules and other related techniques, and the unbinding kinetic rates
(ksoff ) could be readily tuned in-vitro.
It is expected that the therapeutic e cacy in vivo will be controlled by extrinsic
cellular machinery via coupling to di↵erent oscillatory gene circuits.This would not
only should change the systems pharmacology of the NFB decoy ODNs, but also
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Figure 4.5 : (A) Duration of Action as a function of nuclease-induced degradation rate ( s)
with di↵erent unbinding rates (ksoff = 0.02, 0.2, 1min 1), under no molecular stripping (ks =
0µM 1min 1) and with molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1).Dose of artificial NFB de-
coys is set to be 1µM . (B) Duration of Action as a function of dose of artificial NFB de-
coys under di↵erent degradation rates ( s = 0.001, 0.005, 0.02min 1), under slow unbinding rate
(ksoff = 0.02min 1) and fast unbinding rate (ksoff = 1min 1), under no molecular stripping
(ks = 0µM 1min 1) and with molecular stripping (ks = 10µM 1min 1).
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may lead to higher level of temporal organization of the underlying biochemical re-
actions. The role of oscillator coupling in the systems pharmacology of NFB decoy
ODNs will be pursued in future study. Quantitative understanding of the depen-
dence of therapeutic e cacy of NFB decoy ODNs on dose, unbinding kinetic rates
and nuclease-induced degradation should help improve therapeutic strategies based
on NFB decoy ODNs, and also should help in the interpretation and comparison
of single-cell and population-based experiments, as well as in the design of synthetic
gene circuits.
4.4 Conclusion
In this present work, quantitative models of the systems pharmacology of artificial
NFB decoy ODNs is elaborated, based on systems biology models of NFB sig-
naling networks. Stochastic simulations and deterministic mass action simulations of
the quantitative model were able to uncover the dependence of therapeutic e cacy
on dose level, unbinding kinetic rates of artificial NFB decoys and the nuclease-
induced degradation rate, as well as the influence of artificial NFB decoy ODNs
on the stochastic dynamics of the regulatory network. The results show that ther-
apeutic e cacy is inversely correlated with the degradation rate and the unbinding
rate, while positively correlated with the dose level. More importantly, the stochastic
dynamics of networks is heavily influenced by decoys ODNs having unbinding rates
in-resonance with IB↵ promoter unbinding kinetic rate. In real drug development,
one needs to take into account of toxicology as well as relevant side e↵ects of artifi-
cial NFB decoy ODNs to investigate the threshold of dose levels needed to control
those hazardous aspects. The present work would provide a quantitative guidance
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for translational researchers to figure out the appropriate ”therapeutic window” of
artificial NFB decoy ODNs to optimize the overall drug safety and e cacy.
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4.6 Supporting Information
The di↵erential equations comprising the deterministic mass action model used in
the paper are listed here. Because there is a single IB↵ promoter and D number of
copies of decoys (which are neither synthesized nor destroyed), stochiometry requires
that [ON ]+[OFF ] = 1 and [DB]+[DU ] = D. The total number of NF–B molecules
is another quantity which remains constant in the model and is set to a typical value
for eukaryotes, which is about ⇠ 105. We adopt the units of concentration of µM for
all the species. Using the appropriate total volume for eukaryotic cells we have that
1µM corresponds to there being 105 NF–B molecules in the cell. The di↵erential
equations also contain chemical reactions of artificial NFB decoys (ADU/ADB)
binding/unbinding and molecular stripping on bound artificial NFB decoys (ADB).
The total number of artificial NFB decoys (AD = ADU +ADB) would vary which
would up to 1µM .
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d[Nn]
dt
=kon[Nn][OFF ] + koff [ON ] + kNin[Nc]  kfn[Nn][In] + kbn[NIn]
  kdon[DU ] ⇤ [Nn] + kdoff [DB] + ksoff [ADB]  kson[ADU ][Nn]
(4.1)
d[In]
dt
=kIin[Ic]  kIout[In]  kfn[Nn][In] + kbn[NIn]
  ks[DB][In]  ks[ON ][In]  ks[ADB][In]
(4.2)
d[Nc]
dt
=  kNin[Nc]  kf [Nc][Ic] + kb[NIc] + ↵[NIc] (4.3)
d[Ic]
dt
= ktl[mRNA]  kIin[Ic] + kIout[In]  kf [Nc][Ic] + kb[NIc] (4.4)
d[NIn]
dt
=kfn[Nn][In]  kbn[NIn]  kNIout[NIn]+
+ ks[DB][In] + ks[ON ][In] + ks[ADB][In]
(4.5)
d[NIc]
dt
= kf [Nc][Ic]  kb[NIc]  ↵[NIc] + kNIout[NIn] (4.6)
d[mRNA]
dt
= ktr[ON ]  kd[mRNA] (4.7)
d[DB]
dt
= kdon[DU ][Nn]  kdoff [DB]  ks[DB][In] (4.8)
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d[ON ]
dt
=kon[Nn][OFF ]  koff [ON ]  ks[ON ][In] (4.9)
d[ADB]
dt
= kson[ADU ][Nn]  ksoff [ADB]  ks[ADB][In]   s[ADB] (4.10)
d[ADU ]
dt
=  kson[ADU ][Nn] + ksoff [ADB] + ks[ADB][In]   s[ADU ] (4.11)
This set of ODEs was solved using the integrator of Real-valued Variable-coe cient
Ordinary Di↵erential Equation solver, with fixed-leading-coe cient as implemented
in Scipy library of python2.7.11. The parameters were scanned on a fine grid within
the ranges specified in Table 1. Oscillatory dynamics was propagated for up to 8000
min discarding the first 500 min to eliminate any possible biases due to initial condi-
tions.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis centers on elucidating the function roles of ”non-functional” decoy bind-
ing sites in regulation of gene expressions. The definition of ”Non-functional” decoy
sites in this thesis refers to the DNA binding sites which are not regulatory elements
of protein-coding genes. The research papers contained in this thesis developed a
comphrehensive, multi-scale mathematical models which are capable of elaborating
both the influence of decoy sites on the systems level deterministic dynamics of gene
regulatory networks, which could potentially explain experimental observations in
populations of cells, and on the stochastic dynamics of gene regulatory networks,
which could shed light on experimental observations in single cells. The functional
roles derived from mathematical models could be utilized to develop therapeutic ap-
plications using artificial decoys for many human diseases. Given the rapid progress
of single cell analysis, using artifical decoys to precisely target on certain parts of the
gene regulatory networks to achieve desired therapeutic e cacy is a promising direc-
tion. With the ”precision medicine” concept becomes increasingly popular, the high
specificity of decoy approaches would draw more and more attention in the future
research of drug development. More importantly, one needs to design therapeutic
srategies by understanding how drugs interact with the whole biological networks.
This would provide a global insight of therapeutic e cacy and to help us understand
some potential side e↵ects/toxicity which cannot be captured by local interacations
between drugs and target molecules.
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There are a lot of research questions to be tackled regarding the functional roles of
decoys. For example, single-molecule experiments [60, 94] implied that DNA coiling
could enhance target localization by regulatory proteins, due to the fact that proteins
could undergo facilitated di↵usion, including intersegmental transfer by protein jump-
ing from one location to another along the DNA molecule. It is still unclear how this
facilitated di↵usion modulate the dynamics of gene regulatory networks. One of the
promising extension of this thesis would be to explicitly model the facilitated di↵usion
of proteins among DNA binding sites, and incorporate the model into the gene reg-
ulatory networks to elucidate the roles that facilitated di↵usion plays in modulating
the dynamics of gene expressions. If either the deterministic systems-level dynamics
or stochastic dynamics would be modulated, then we can discover interesting biolog-
ical functions of the facilitated di↵usion, which could help to explain experimental
observations in both single cells or in populations of cells.
Another interesting direction to pursue would be to use information theory to un-
derstand how biochemical machines [62] utilize the functional roles of decoy binding
sites to process information and to interact with external environments. In eukaryotic
cells, a large number of binding sites potentially generate inconsistency of time-scales
of gene regulations, while molecular stripping is able to get rid of the time-scale incon-
sistency and could universally modulate gene expressions. It would be attractive to
understand how the more complex biochemical systems could benefit from the func-
tional roles of decoy sites and molecular stripping. This would provide a theoretical
guidance for synthetic biology research.
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